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Topi-CLICK® 35 DOSE
™
Topical Dosing Dispenser
Healthcare providers and caregivers can easily verify a dose with the
NEW graduated Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ system.

Features graduated
marks at each 0.5 mL.

BOTTOM of Plunger
indicates the amount of
medication remaining.

Each turn/CLICK of base
dispenses 0.25 mL of topical
1 CLICK = 0.25 mL
2 CLICKs = 0.50 mL

Provides an independent
check system to verify dose.

The Topi-CLICK® 35 DOSE☑™ topical dosing dispenser provides the same advanced technology
as the Topi-CLICK® 35 and offers EXTRA assurance with graduated marks so the dose starting
and stopping points can be easily verified and recorded. Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ initial
start point should begin when the bottom of the plunger is at the 30 mL graduated mark.
Consistent & Accurate Dose™
•
•
•
•

Topi-CLICK® dispensers proven most accurate among others tested by *ARL
Eliminates user-variability
Request
Consistent automated dosing throughout treatment
*ARL PEER REVIEWED EVIDENCE at
Allows for easy recording of numerical volumes dispensed
http://doselogix.com/accuracy_study.

•

Reduces the risk of cross-contamination to others

Built-in Applicator Pad

CLICK-Assist™ Technology
•
•
•

Clear Audible CLICKs
Built-in Visual CLICK points
Strong Tactile Sensations at each CLICK point

Viscosity Assurance™
•
•

Accuracy NOT affected by varying formulations
Accuracy NOT affected by varying bases
Made of FDA grade materials | BPA and Phthalate free | UV block and is Recyclable
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Healthcare Provider Use Instructions
STEP 1:
Healthcare provider should begin by reading dose
volume while holding the dispenser at eye level.
Record volume by reading the graduated line at the
bottom of the plunger and then record by using the
healthcare facility’s preferred method of dose
recording. (Figure a.)

Provides an independent check
system to verify dose.

Holding dispenser above or below eye level may cause
errors in reading. Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ initial
start point should begin when the bottom of the
plunger is at the 30 mL graduated mark.
Figure a.

Features graduated
marks at each 0.5 mL.
Visual
Indicators

BOTTOM of Plunger
indicates the volume of

Base

STEP 2:

Lift off the cap of the TopiCLICK® dispenser by placing
your thumb under the tab on
the protective outer cap and
pressing upward.

STEP 3:

Watch the visual indicators
when rotating base. Be sure
to leave the base in the
registered CLICK position
by aligning the base column
with the tube node after each
use.

medication remaining.

STEP 4:

Turn the base to dispense
the number of CLICKs or
mLs specified in the instructions on the prescription
label.

Each turn/CLICK of base
dispenses 0.25 mL of topical
1 CLICK = 0.25 mL
2 CLICKs = 0.50 mL

Figure b.

STEP 5:

Apply topical medication as
directed by the physcian or
pharmacist. Rub the area of the
skin using the built-in
applicator pad. Continue
rubbing until topical is completely absorbed into the skin.
IMPORTANT: The built-in
applicator lessens the risk of
cross-contamination and
ensures the full dose is applied
to intended area.
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STEP 6:

Replace cap after each dose
to prevent evaporation. Be
sure cap snaps on tightly.

Discontine use
when bottom
of Plunger
reaches “0” at
graduated line.

STEP 7:

Read volume stopping point
by holding dispenser at eye
level and recording as
indicated by your healthcare
facility. (Special Note: See
Figure b.)

Discontinue use of the Topi-CLICK® 35 Dose
Check™ when bottom of plunger reaches the
zero “O” on the graduated volume marks. Use
beyond this point is not recommended as
inaccurate dosing may occur.

Follow instructions on prescription label before using the Topi-CLICK.®
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Topi-CLICK® Filling Instructions

Read all information, specifications and instructions
carefully before filling and dispensing Topi-CLICKs.

STEP 2:
If needed while filling, stop periodically
to tap the Topi-CLICK® on the palm of
your hand, counter or Tap-n-CLICK™
to help settle the topical.

STEP 3:
Put the built-in applicator (cap with a
hole) on the top of the Topi-CLICK®
container by aligning the inside key
tabs with the slots on the top of the
container tube and snap on.

STEP 4:
Prime the Topi-CLICK® by turning
the base until topical is dispensed and
wipe off topical.

STEP 5:
Snap on the protective outer cap.
(If the cap doesn’t fit tight, it’s an
indication that the built-in applicator in
#3 is not “snapped” down all the way.)

STEP 6:
Apply center of label to the side of the
Topi-CLICK® container which is opposite the “REFILL” and graduation marks.
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STEP 1:
Fill the Topi-CLICK® dispenser with
the desired amount of topical
formulations using a Topi-CLICK®
Filling Station, a spatula, EMP jar, or
nozzle.

Note: Be sure to align ports when
using the 3Port™ cap and applicator.
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Be sure to leave the
base in the
registered CLICK
position by aligning
the base column with
the tube node: See
Step 3 of the Patient
Use Instructions.
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For more information on dispensing amounts per CLICK see the Product Specification’s at Topi-CLICK.com.
See Patient User Instructions for information on how to apply topical medications using Topi-CLICK.
Verify formulas and weight per volume as required for compounded prescription pharmaceuticals.

Topi-CLICK® 35
DOSE ✓ ™ Specifications

Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™: 35 mL, 0.25 mL per CLICK
DESCRIPTION: Healthcare providers and caregivers can easily verify a dose with the NEW graduated
Topi-CLICK® 35 dose check system.

35 mL

99mm

The Topi-CLICK® 35 DOSE☑™ topical dosing dispenser provides the same advanced technology as the
Topi-CLICK® 35 and offers EXTRA assurance with graduated marks so the dose starting and stopping
points can be easily verified and recorded.

99mm

35 mL
m m99

46mm
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FEATURES:

Topi-CLICK makes it easy to accurately measure the dose and apply topical medications to the intended
area, thereby decreasing the risk of improper dosing and contamination while improving compliance and
outcomes of therapy.
Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ initial start point should begin when the bottom of the plunger is at the
30 mL graduated mark. The DoseCheck™ can hold the same amount as a Topi-CLICK® 35 but is
specilized for use in settings where dose tracking is required.

Graduated marks at each 0.50 mL.
Each CLICK or turn of the base moves the plunger approximately 0.25 mL of volume space, thereby dispensing 0.25 mL of cream on
average. The most common number of CLICKs used for one dose is 2 CLICKs or 0.50 mL volume space.
Filling: Assuming two priming CLICKs— when filling the Topi-CLICK® DoseCheck™, it is recommended to add an additional 4 mL per
prescription to allow for priming, data recording marks and residual. There will normally be an additional one or two CLICKs of dispense
(0.25 to 0.50 mL) after the plunger advances to the “0” mark.
Audible, visual and tacticle CLICK registrations for user recognition.
Lower cost with simplified labeling – labels as fast and easily as a prescription bottle.
Built-in applicator to prevent medication transference to unintended areas.
“Refill” reminder badge helps patients to reorder in a timely manner.
Designed to resist accidental discharge in purse, pocket or luggage.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Topi-CLICK® 35 DOSECHECK™
Dispenser Volume:
Up to 34 mL
Delivery Volume:
30 mL (based on beginning initial start point at the 30 mL graduated mark)
Dispense per CLICK:
0.25 mL
Approximate Residual:
3.50 mL (Residual remaining after plunger reaches the “0” graduated mark.)
Approximate Priming:
0.50 mL or 2 CLICKs
Doses Provided: 		
The Topi-CLICK DoseCheck will provide approximately 30 mL or 60 doses (at 2 CLICKs per dose or 		
			
120 CLICKs total) between the “30” and “0” graduated marks. 1 mL of cream can still be dispensed 		
			
from the DoseCheck after reaching”0”. The 1 mL buffer space is there to ensure accurate visual dose
			
tracking and dispensation is maintained for the patient.
		
•
Registered FDA device, Class 1 Dispenser. 		
•
Topi-CLICK’s FDA Registration # is 3007142798 and the Device Listing Number is D309579. 		
•
Materials compliant with FDA 21.177 code, which is the requirement for United States Phamacopeia (USP <661>).
•
Made of FDA grade materials | BPA and Phthalate free | UV block.		
•
Recycling Code is #5
. Visit http://doselogix.com/recycling-your-topi-click for more information on recycling Topi-CLICK®.

		

*Volumes are approximate. As required for compounded prescription pharmaceuticals dispensed in volume dispensers, verify the
weight to volume conversions thoroughly. See dispensing instructions at http://doselogix.com/downloads-how-it-works. One time use
only.

¹Topi-CLICK® 35 is the most accurate topical dosing dispenser among those compared in an independent study titled
Topical Metered Dosing Dispenser Performance Evaluation by Analytical Research Laboratories. Request study at
https://topi-click.com/accuracy_study/.
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